Phnom Penh 7 November 2013.

**Public Holiday in Cambodia 2014 pdf**


**Public Holiday Calendar 2014 Cambodia**

Public Holiday Calendar of Civil Servant and Worker for Year 2014. Having seen the Constitution of the Kingdom of Cambodia. On Public Holidays for Civil Servants, Workers Employees for 2014. List of National, Public and Regional Holidays observed in Cambodia during 2015. Khmer traditional calendar, known as Chhankitek, is a lunisolar calendar although the word Chhankitek itself means lunar calendar. While the calendar is based. The public holidays listed above is referred to the Prakas No 248 Kor Bor Bor Kor, issued on October 22, 2014 by Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training. 2014 Cambodia Public Holiday Calendar. Phnom Penh, 12 November 2012. Paid Public Holiday for Year 2013. Minister of Labor. Public Holidays in Cambodia for the Year 2015.

**Sub-Decree on Public Holidays in Cambodia 2014**


**Prakas on Public Holiday in Cambodia 2014**

Former Queens Birthday is on Wednesday, June 18, 2014 Constitution Day. Below is the Cambodia public holiday schedule 2014, with Buddhist holidays which are based on the sighting of the moon yet to be confirmed by prakas or Cambodia Public Holidays.

**Public Holiday in Cambodia 2014**

Below are listed Public Holidays for the January 2014-December 2015 period. Public holiday note: Holidays falling on the weekend. 268 dated October 06, 2014 on 2015 Public Holiday in Cambodia. The public holidays listed below are provided in the sub-decree No 268. The Royal
Expressions of interest must be submitted to the address below no later than February 10, 2014. Here you’ll find the 2015 dates of official public holidays, religious ceremonies and other festivals in Cambodia. Plus some links to online picture albums. On 08 April 2015, PRASAC has received appreciation letter from the National Bank of Cambodia for the contribution in rural areas development, especially in BK, on public holidays of civil servants and employees for 2014, dated.

BorBror.Kor, issued on October 22, 2014 by Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training.

BK, on providing ordinary passports to Cambodian employees going.

Paid Public Holiday for Year 2013.

- Having seen the Constitution of the Kingdom. List of National, Public and regional Holidays observed in Cambodia during 2015. The public holidays listed above is referred to the Prakas № 248 Kor.BorBror.Kor, issued on October 22, 2014 by Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training. Jan 1, 2015. Former Queens Birthday is on Wednesday, June 18, 2014 Constitution Day. Khmer traditional calendar, known as Chhankitek, is a lunisolar calendar although the word Chhankitek itself means lunar calendar. While the calendar is based.

Public Holidays in Cambodia for the Year 2015.

public holiday in cambodia for the year 2014

Only search Cambodia Public Holidays. Public holiday note: Holidays falling on the weekend. Ministry of Labour and Vocational Training. Minister of Labor. Below is the Cambodia public holiday schedule 2014, with Buddhist holidays which are based on the sighting of the moon yet to be confirmed by prakas or.